
FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

The Multiplier Effect
This newsletter celebrates the transformative impact of Dr. Clement 
“Clemente” White (pictured above), the IRT’s recently retired summer workshop 
faculty coordinator. He has been a source of inspiration and motivation for 
hundreds of young educators since 1991. Thank you, Clemente, for your tireless 
work on behalf of the IRT.

I am pleased to announce the promotion of Kate Slater as the IRT’s new 
associate director and manager of programs. Kate, who believes deeply in the 

mission of the IRT, will oversee the intern and associate programs, administration and instructional design of 
the summer workshop, recruitment and enrollment strategies, partnership development, and marketing. 

The wonderful story of the IRT—and the many achievements of its alumni showcased in this issue—
continues to unfold. Since its founding by Dr. Kelly Wise in 1990, the IRT has recruited more than 2,500 
educators. With outstanding track records and accolades—both in their graduate degree programs and in 
their careers in education—these transformative teachers, professors, and administrators are fulfilling the 
IRT’s mission to increase the diversity of educators in our schools, colleges, and universities nationwide.  
More great news: as of May, more than 300 IRT alumni have earned PhD degrees! 

I look forward to the promise and progress that lie ahead.

Sincerely,

Asabe W. Poloma, PhD
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Stay Connected with the IRT! 
Announce good news. Share memories.  
Post opportunities. Please join these  
official IRT alumni social media groups. 
Twitter: @IRTAndover  
LinkedIn: IRT Andover  
Facebook: IRT Andover
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A Beloved Leader, Teacher, and Advocate
After 26 years as a member of the IRT Summer Workshop 
faculty, Dr. Clement White—hailed as one of the IRT’s 
most fearless leaders, inspiring teachers, and tireless 
advocates—has announced his retirement. In December, 
White also will retire from his position as full professor in 
the Department of Modern and Classical Languages and 
Literatures at the University of Rhode Island (URI) and 
as the director of URI’s graduate program in Hispanic 
studies. He will be sorely missed by students and 
colleagues alike.

Kelly Wise—founder and former executive 
director of the IRT—writes: “From 1991 to 2016, 
Dr. White served the IRT administration, its faculty, 
and students of color with unstinting commitment and 
deep-boned charm, intelligence, and cordiality.

“The IRT was very fortunate to hire Clemente, as we 
all called him, as faculty coordinator for the summer 
workshop. Having earned a PhD from Brown University, 
he was an esteemed administrator and professor of 
modern and classical languages and literatures at 
the University of Rhode Island. An author of numerous 
books, he is also a poet, scholar, and critic of Langston 
Hughes, Nicolás Guillén, and C.L.R. James.

“‘He treats us like family,’ I have heard many of our 
students say over the years. Almost instantly, he 
became their mentor. He took the fear out of under-
standing intellectual and critical writings by Michel 
Foucault, Louis Althusser, and bell hooks. He has an 
unshakable confidence in IRT students. He made them 
lift their heads with pride and assured them that they 

deserved to become whatever they wished to be—a 
secondary school teacher, school psychologist, creative 
writer, professor, or university administrator.

“Oh, did they mutter and wag their heads after their 
first paper conference. Clemente had scribbled all 
over their work, highlighting diction errors, tense 
shifts, challenging an occasional specious contention, 
suggesting areas to condense or to develop more 
fully. To those who had been told they would never 
be admitted to a Stanford or Michigan or Princeton 
graduate school program, he would scoff, ‘You’re just 
as bright as other students I have worked with here who 
have gone on to great experiences at those universities. 
Just do your work and you’ll keep improving.’ His 
standards were impeccably high but his students never 
doubted his aspirations for them. By his vibrant and 
compelling example, he embodied the ethos of all those 
administering and working in the summer workshop. 

“A whole generation of IRT students is now teaching 
at public schools, colleges, and universities across the 
nation. They are a crowning testament to his faith in 
the IRT dream. ¡Nuestro infinito aprecio a este hombre 
extraordinario!”

Reginald A. Wilburn, PhD—IRT ’98, incoming 
associate dean of Academic Affairs, College 
of Liberal Arts at the University of New 
Hampshire—writes: “I first met Clemente when 
I was an IRT intern in 1998. Even then, he loomed 
large and impressive as an accessible, inspiring, and 
formidable force of intellectual instruction. 

“To be sure, my individual journey throughout academia 
could not have met with any measure of success 
without Clemente guiding and inspiring me every inch 
of the way. I consider it a blessing that my life has 
been touched in such an indelible way by this titan of 
love and devotion, whose light will continue to leave 
its mark upon generations through every IRT student 
who has had the privilege of learning from his diverse 
teachings.”

Besenia Rodriguez, PhD—IRT ’99, senior 
associate dean of the college at Brown 
University—writes: “My time at the IRT blessed me 
with an array of memories about Dr. Clement A. White, 
whose boundless energy, enthusiasm, and generosity 
guided and transformed a generation of educators  
of color. 

“After my first summer at the IRT, I knew him to be a 
brilliant teacher, a poet, a griot, and a masterful  
salsa dancer. In the summers that followed, I had the 
gift of learning many more lessons from Clemente. I 
have never met a more engaging, caring, hilarious, 
committed, or generous teacher. I dedicated my 
dissertation to two people, one of whom was Clemente: 
the greatest teacher I will ever know... Your example 
and your belief in me have forced me to follow my spirit 
and my dreams, especially when I was too afraid to do 
so. You are a friend, mentor, and father. I know I will 
regret not spending this summer ‘doing it for Chera’ 
with you and the rest of the team. ¡Un millón  
de gracias!”
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Clockwise from top: Clement White 
and IRT students during Recruiters’ 
Weekend; White engaging students 
during a workshop session; and IRT 
founder and former executive director 
Kelly Wise with White. 

DR. CLEMENT WHITE RETIRES FROM IRT FACULTY



Kelechi Ajunwa, IRT ’01, was promoted to 
associate professor in business, computing, and social 
science at Delaware County Community College.  

Gabriella Alvarez, IRT ’16, received a 2017 National 
Science Foundation (NSF) Graduate Research Fellowship 
Award, which recognizes outstanding graduate students 
in the STEM fields. NSF fellows receive three years of 
support from the agency and international research and 
professional development opportunities. Gabriella will 
be studying social psychology at the University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill.

Marie Angeles, IRT ’14, earned a master’s degree 
in higher education from the University of Michigan. 
She is currently working as an admissions and student 
inclusion counselor at the Evans School of Public Policy 
and Governance at the University of Washington.

Fernando Tormos Aponte, IRT ’09, was awarded 
the AGEP Distinguished Scholar Award by Purdue 
University this spring. The award is presented to 
scholars committed to diversity and social justice who 
excelled in mentoring, academic achievement, and 
meeting AGEP goals. Fernando earned a PhD degree  
in May 2017.

Cassy Dame-Griff, IRT ’10, accepted a position as 
assistant professor in the ethnic studies program at 
Winona State University in Minnesota.

Elizabeth Gil, IRT ’11, defended her dissertation 
this spring and earned a PhD degree in K–12 education 
from Michigan State University. She accepted a 
position as assistant professor in the Department 
of Administration and Instructional Leadership at 
St. John’s University.

Aria Halliday, IRT ’11, accepted a tenure track 
position beginning this fall in Africana Feminisms 
in the Women’s Studies Program at the University of 
New Hampshire.

Melanee Harvey, IRT’ 07, earned a PhD degree 
in American art at Boston University this spring. Her 
dissertation was titled “Upon This Rock: Mapping 
Architectural, Material and Visual Histories of Black 
Protestant Churches, 1881–1969.” 

Aaron Johnson-Ortiz, IRT ’06, was awarded an 
Emerging Artist Public Grant from Forecast Public Art 
in Minnesota. Aaron will work to create a site-specific 
multimedia mural at Centro de Trabajadores en Lucha, 
Minneapolis’s new workers’ center building. 

Alexsandra Mitchell, IRT ’15, who is matriculating 
into the African Studies doctoral program at Cornell 
University, was awarded honorable mention status in 
the Ford Foundation Fellowship Program’s predoctoral 
competition, which is administered by the National 
Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine.  

Karin (Graber) Striker, IRT ’08, accepted a 
postdoctoral residency at Reed College in Oregon. 
She earned a PhD degree in clinical psychology from 
Columbia Teachers College in May 2017.

Tyler Rogers, IRT ’11, will be joining the faculty at 
Williams College as the Charles Gaius Bolin Fellow in 
American studies. He earned a PhD degree in American 
studies from Yale in May 2017.

Reginald Wilburn, IRT ’98, has been selected to serve 
as associate dean of academic affairs in the College of 
Liberal Arts at the University of New Hampshire.

ÍKate Slater (left), new IRT associate director and 
manager of programs, talks to prospective IRT students 
at the University of California, Davis, with Director 
of the Center for African Diaspora Student Success 
Kayton Carter, IRT ’94, and Liz Flores, IRT ’12, 
a current doctoral degree student at the university 
who researches access and equity in higher education, 
particularly in community colleges.

Í“We met back in 2004 and spent five weeks 
together in the IRT program…. We were just undergrads 
with big dreams of getting into graduate school and 
earning a PhD someday. Well, look at us now, all grown 
up! Five more Black and Brown professors joining 
the fight to transform the academy!” Alumni of the 
IRT class of 2004 are (from left) Sylvia Zamora, 
assistant professor of sociology at Loyola Marymount; 
Irvin J. Hunt III, assistant professor of English and 
African American studies at the University of Illinois 
at Urbana-Champaign; Takkara Brunson, assistant 
professor in the Department of History and Geography at 
Morgan State University; Elda Maria Roman, assistant 
professor of English at the University of Southern 
California; and Ernest L. Gibson II, assistant professor 
of English literature at Rhodes College.

Please email news items to jbonasera@andover.edu.

IRT ALUMNI SURVEY
Please Respond!
This past spring, we emailed an IRT Alumni 
Survey to help us better communicate with 
our national alumni network. Thank you to all 
who responded! Our goal is to develop a more 
holistic understanding of who our alumni are, 
where they are working, and the extent of their 
impact on the national education system. 

Please take a few minutes to answer some 
questions about your professional path since 
you left the IRT and matriculated to a graduate 
program. You can complete the survey at  
https://goo.gl/forms/1nKB2C9YNAIkp8E23.  
We appreciate your feedback!  
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ACCOLADES & MILESTONES

2017 Recruitment and 
Educational Outreach
This past recruiting season, the IRT team met with 
students at nearly 35 colleges and universities across 
the United States. IRT alumni recruiters continued to 
make a huge impact, extending the reach of the IRT 
to an additional 38 schools by hosting information 
sessions for prospective students. 

The IRT received nearly 300 applications and is 
close to solidifying the incoming class of 2017. The 
applicant pool this year was once again extremely 
competitive, representing a diverse range of 
ethnicities, institutions, and fields of study. 

The IRT was represented at the following conferences, 
which focused on policies affecting national education.  

• MMUF* Midatlantic—Princeton University

• United Negro College Fund MMUF*—Atlanta, GA 

• Southeastern MMUF*—Atlanta, GA

• MMUF* New England—Wellesley College

• California Forum for Diversity in Graduate 
Education—Los Angeles, CA

• Leadership Alliance—Stamford, CT

• New England Educational Opportunity 
Association—Portland, ME

• National Partnership for Educational Access 
(NPEA) Annual Conference—Cambridge, MA

• New England Educational Research Association 
(NEERO)—Portsmouth, NH

• Breakthrough Collaborative—San Francisco, CA

• Penn Center for Minority Serving Institutes 
Weekend—University of Pennsylvania

*Mellon Mays Undergraduate Fellowship program

https://goo.gl/forms/1nKB2C9YNAIkp8E23
mailto:jbonasera%40andover.edu?subject=Submission%20for%20IRT%20Newsletter


Excellence in teaching starts here.

Excellence 
in teaching 
starts here.

Institute for Recruitment of Teachers 
Phillips Academy
180 Main Street
Andover, Mass. 01810-4161

978-749-4116
irt@andover.edu
irt.andover.edu

Please Support This 
Extraordinary Program
Your generosity will help increase 
the diversity of teachers, school 
counselors and administrators, and 
professors—all vital role models— 
to better reflect the diversity of  
today’s students. 

Make your gift today at  
irt.andover.edu/donate. 

Please visit irt.andover.edu/donate to make your gift. For further  
information, contact Beth Parsons at 978-749-4523 or bparsons@andover.edu.

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE IRT CLASS OF 2016!

THANK YOU!

To read more about our strategic 
plan or how you can partner with 
the IRT, please visit irt.andover.edu.

Pictured above is a combination of 2016 summer workshop interns and associate program students that attended the IRT 
Recruiters’ Weekend. This annual event draws more than 60 academic deans and graduate admissions representatives 
from IRT partner consortium institutions. A total of 83 students from the IRT class of 2016 are matriculating to master’s 
and doctoral programs at the following institutions: 

Boston College

Boston University

Columbia Teachers College

Columbia University

Cornell University

Duke University

Emory University

Harvard Divinity School*

Harvard University

Indiana University, Bloomington*

Michigan State University

New York University

Northwestern University*

Pennsylvania State University*

Princeton University

Rutgers University*

San Jose State University*

Southern Methodist University*

Stanford University

Temple University*

University of Arizona

University of California, Berkeley

University of California, Davis

University of California, Los Angeles*

University of California, San Diego

University of Chicago

University of Illinois, Chicago*

University of Lethbridge* (Canada)

University of Maryland, College Park

University of Miami*

University of Michigan

University of New Hampshire

University of North Carolina, 
Chapel Hill*

University of Rhode Island

University of Southern California

University of Vermont

University of Virginia

Washington University in St. Louis

Yale University 

*denotes non-consortium institution

“I am over the moon, overwhelmed with nothing but gratitude, 
in total disbelief. This was one of my top-choice programs... 
Thank you for your warm support and guidance—I certainly 
could not have landed this without the IRT.”

Megan Lee, IRT ’16, will be attending the master’s program  
in theological studies at Harvard Divinity School this fall.  

mailto:irt%40andover.edu?subject=Inquiry%20from%20IRT%20Newsletter
https://irt.andover.edu/
http://irt.andover.edu/donate
http://irt.andover.edu/donate
http://irt.andover.edu/donate
mailto:bparsons%40andover.edu?subject=Inquiry%20from%20IRT%20Newsletter
http://irt.andover.edu
http://irt.andover.edu
http://irt.andover.edu

